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TESL seniors at BYUHCBYU HC present
seminar projects
the TESL program at brigham young differences in the reflectivityimpulsivityreflectivity impulsivity

university hawaii campus is now in its dimension of cognitive style an under-
lyingfifteenth year of preparing teachers one assumption of the work was that

of the oldest such programs in the united conceptual tempo although not as yet
states it continues to be one of the few related by research evidence to language
TESL programs in the country at the bache-
lors

learning outcomes will prove to be a var-
iabledegree level which affects second language ac-
quisitionthree years ago the requirements for two measures were used in the

a major in TESL at BYUHCBYU HC were modified study 1 the matching familiar figures test
a visual test used in past research andto include a new senior seminar course

the familiar sounds ttestest2 matchingone of the requirements of this course
an aural test developed by langi theis to prepare and present a senior project

a mini thesis the most recent of these measures were administered individually to
62 subjects 32 asians and 30 polynesiansPolyne sianswere completed this past june
an analysis of the data from each of the

what happened with the clozealoze test tests showed statistically significant dif-
ferentiationby norma murray investigated the rela-

tionship
between the two groups with

tionship between twelve different variables the tests themselves correlating at the
in clozealoze passages such as time allowed 73.7373 level
per blank readability level of the original

research project topics for previouspassage etc and scores on the michigan
senior seminar students at BYUHCBYU HC havetest of english language proficiency
been diverse the ofas following listingMTELP a standardized discrete point their titles showsexamination this investigation was part

of an attempt to explain why previously forces affecting lexical borrowing A
strong coefficients of correlation between study of french english interaction by
clozealoze scores and MTELP scores of students joellejodllejodele janowski 1982
in BYUHCsBYU HCs english language institute perception of lexical connotationconnotaionConno taion pro-

fessedhad declined in strength in recent admin-
istrations

socioculturalsocio cultural distance of chinese
istrations murray found that the unex-
pected

learners at BYU HC by miranda chan
drop in these coefficients of cor-

relation
1981

was due to changes in the char-
acteristics nonverbal expressions in interculturalacte ristics of the students taking the tests

communication by kimiko arizonoarizonethere was a strong inverse relationship
1981between the strength of correlation and

both the level and spread of students analysis and treatments of noncountnoncountyNoncount
abilities As their level of proficiency nouns of abstraction by yoshihiko
rose and the standard deviation of MTELP taniuchitaniguchiTantaniuchi1981iuchiluchi 1981
scores was reduced the result of tightening A contrastive anaianalanalysisysis of fijian andstandards in the ELI program the cor-
relation english phonology in the frameworkbetween MTELP and clozealoze scores
decreased since these characteristics of a hierarchy of difficulty by lynda
level and range of abilities of examineesexamineexaminerses aupouriaupouri19811981

are critical factors when determining the malevalemaie female differences in verb in-
flectionrelationship between different tests they errors in the speech and writing

should not be ignored in future research of tongan learners of english by lorinda
cluffcluff19801980A comparison of conceptual tempo

between polynesian and asian ESL stu-
dents

sexism in language by elisabeth ekedahl
by uinise langi examined cultural 1980




